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Abstract 
Multivariate smoothing or interpolation methods for scattered data are frequently localized by computing the value of 
the required function at a point from data in some small neighborhood of the point. We describe the piecewise nature of 
the resulting function and show how a smoothing of the usually discontinuous function can be carried out by a convolution 
which preserves interpolation. 
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1. Introduction 
In many applications of multivariate interpolation or smoothing it is required to generate data on 
a uniform grid from scattered observations. This gridded data may then be processed in a number 
of ways, say by a contouring package, or by a discrete (fast) Fourier or wavelet transform. For 
concreteness we suppose that we are working in R2, although much of what we have to say applies 
in Rd. d 3 1. For gridding methods to be feasible for large data sets, it is virtually mandatory that 
the methods be local in that the estimated value at a grid-point t* be computed only from data in 
a neighborhood of t*. For analyzing the question of localization it is generally irrelevant that t” is 
a grid-point. 
Suppose that t, := (x,, y,). i = 1 <i <N are given points in a bounded domain CJ c R*, and let 
corresponding values ,f’, . . . . . ,f’, of some underlying function ,f be given. Let A = {(t,, f ,)};“. Let 
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t* E Q be arbitrary, and let Q* denote a suitably defined neighborhood of t*containing a set 
s* = {(Lfi)}l~P of given data. A local method defines a function s* : 0” + R in terms of the 
data in 6*, and the value of the global function S at a grid-point t” is given by 
S(t”) = s*(t*). (1) 
The method is interpolatory if S(t,) = f;, 1 d i 6 N. In the sequel we will make the following as- 
sumptions: 
Assumption 1.1. One and the same smoothing or interpolation method c/&Z? is used for all t” E 0, 
although the number of data points available to method may vary depending on t”. 
Assumption 1.2. There is a differentiable global basis defined by ..fl for s*. By this we mean that 
there is a representation (of Lagrange type) 
s*(t) = C fil,*(t) for some I,* E C’(P). 
la* 
We give some examples. Let p > 0 be such that for every t” E fi the open disc !Z* c Q of radius p 
with center t* contains at least one Ud-unisolvent set S* of data. Here IId is the space of polynomials 
of degree d. 
Example 1.3. With d = 1 in the above conditions, let s* be a thin-plate spline interpolant of the 
data in 6* [4, 5, 71. 
Example 1.4. With d = 0 in the conditions above, let s* be a Hardy multiquadric interpolant of 
the data in 6*. Here the basis for the multiquadric portion of the interpolant is the translates of 
g’=, E 30 [6]. 
Example 1.5. With conditions as in Example 1.3, let s* be a smoothing thin-plate spline for the 
data in 6* [4, 121. 
Clearly, any interpolation or smoothing method satisfying the assumptions is local if restricted 
as in the examples. This kind of localization has been very common, but does not appear to have 
been analyzed in depth. Our main concern in the sequel will be with implications of such local 
calculations, such as questions of smoothness. 
2. Gridding 
Here a uniform grid, say m x n, is laid over Sz and t* is restricted to the grid. The local functions 
s* then define a gridding operator 9 : d --) R”“, and 9( d ) is the input to, say, a contouring program, 
which, at least implicitly, defines a surface z = F(t) given the data 9(d). Thus there is an operator 
9 from KY’” to some space of functions on R such that F = Z!?(d). Or, it may be that the image 
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Fig. I. (a) Hardy intorpolant. fine grid. 
of 2 is a discrete Fourier or wavelet transform. We will concern ourselves with the case that 2 
generates a function which is at least piecewise continuous on Q. 
It should be evident that F cannot, in general, be an interpolant of the original data since the 
latter is discarded once the process indicated by 9 has been carried out. However, the local methods 
in 3 can generate a function S on ,Q by simply removing the restriction of the calculation to the 
grid. So we define 
syr”) = s*(f*), ,s’t* E R. (2) 
For the purposes of computer rendering, one would be satisfied with restricting t* to an extremely 
fine grid. The two functions S and F can be quite different in appearance. This may not be important 
in the case of smoothing. The difference between these functions can be seen even if no localization 
is occuring, i.e., 6* = A. The following example illustrates this for one of the “Franke functions”. 
In Fig. l(a) we show the interpolant defined locally by Hardy multiquadric interpolation as in 
Example 1.4 with p = X, 10 data points, a small value of c, and a very fine grid. With so few data 
points the surface is a poor approximation of the underlying function, but a property of the method 
used is to produce dimples at the data points. In Fig. l(b) we show the surface generated by Matlab 
for the same data coarsely gridded using the same process as in Fig. l(a) above. The difference is 
evident. This featureless surface is not an interpolant. 
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Fig. 1. (b) Hardy approximant, coarse grid. 
3. On the need for localization 
There are obvious reasons for wishing to localize the computation of S. Clearly, there seems 
to be no good reason why data far away should be allowed to influence the nature of S at a 
point. Solution of large systems of equations is also avoided. Concerning the last point, consider 
interpolation by thin-plate splines. The calculation of such a spline requires the (equivalent of the) 
inversion of a matrix, say V, known to be poorly conditioned. See, for example [g-lo]. An impres- 
sion of the danger inherent in using a large data set can be gained by looking at I( V - ,BZ)-’ Im 
as a function of the real and imaginary parts of p. This function has singularities at the eigenval- 
ues of V, which are real since V is symmetric. Fig. 2(a) shows a graph of this function for a 
certain set of 50 scattered points. A clustering of near-zero positive eigenvalues is indicated. Fig. 
2(b) is a plot of the smallest positive eigenvalue of a sequence of Y matrices corresponding to 
points in a disc of increasing radius p. There is a very rapid decrease in this eigenvalue; for large 
enough p all points are included and there is no more change. The figures have been produced by 
Matlab. 
We proceed to study the nature of the global function S generated by s* in a special case. 
4. Families of global interpolants 
For this special case we assume that the local method L H can be chosen so that the (open) 
neighborhood Q* of any t* is a disc of fixed radius /j translated to have its center at t*. This 
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Fig. 3. (a) Patches. Fig. 3. (b) Patches. 
normally means that p has to be sufficiently large so that a unisolvency condition is satisfied, and 
so that the interpolant is defined on all of L?. We have more to say about this later. The method 
.4’ generates a surface s*(l) for each t* with data set 8*. We will say that the surjbce is of type 
= &. Now it is not hard to see that the global function S is piecewise of type J%‘. Fix t*. There 
is a subset R*c 52 containing t* such that for each point of Q* the data set is the same 6* and 
thus one and the same surface is generated for this set. An application of (1) generates a surface 
patch s* of type ,fl with domain Q”. We will have occasion to extend the domain to all of R2 by 
simple continuation of the function s* defined by the data S*. This is trivially possible in view of 
Assumption 1.2 above. 
The shape of the patches is of interest. We make use of a duality argument to determine this. 
Each data point has a zone of influence which is the disc of radius p with center at the data point. 
All points in the patch are within the zones of influence of the same data. Draw circles of radius 
p, center at the t,. The domains of the patches contain the interiors of the simply connected regions 
bounded by these circular arcs. If p is too small, the union of the discs will not cover s2, and S will 
not be computable everywhere. Interpolation methods usually require that the number of data points 
be greater than or equal to some minimum number, rz, say, and thus p has to be large enough to 
satisfy both of these requirements. Some typical patch configurations are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 
(b). It is clear that the vertices of the patches occur on bisectors of line segments joining pairs of 
points. But such bisectors are precisely those used to generate a Dirichlet tesselation and subsequent 
Delauney triangulation of the data points. Thus there is a connection between the tesselation and the 
decomposition into patches. 
A question arises concerning the value of s* at points on the bounding circular arcs. Assump- 
tion 1.2 allows us to continue s* to the closure a* of the patch fi-om within, giving a one- 
sided value. On the boundary ?a* itself, s* will be computed from a subset of the data points 
shared by neighboring patches. In some cases this will be the same as the value of a 
continuation. 
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Fig. 4. Domain of .S, d = 2 
We now consider the family of global interpolants parametrized by p, and denote members of 
this family by .S(.; p). Clearly, we must have p >pO. for some y,. For a fixed p, the global surface 
is, in general, discontinuous, but an interpolant if .R is an interpolating method. The domain of the 
family is a certain subset of R3. To see what this is. notice that the circular arcs forming the patch 
boundaries are parts of the level curves of the cones p = It - till, 1 d i <N (the Euclidean norm will 
be used unless otherwise indicated). We form the union of the graphs of these cones. Sections p = 
constant 3p. show the patch configuration for that radius. Fig. 4 illustrates this for a bivariate 
method. 
On a line t = f” in R’ (parallel to the p-axis) we find the values S(t*; p) corresponding to differ- 
ent values of the parameter. Thus the domain of the family is the cylindrical region p 3po, t E Q, 
and this cylinder is the union of simply connected regions D, bounded by the conical surfaces 
internally, and by the surface (1Q x [yo, XC) externally. In practice we may limit p above by pI, 
say, since for sufficiently large /I every disc Q* contains R. Now, S(.; p) is of type N for fixed p 
within each II,. and is constant as a function of /I for fixed r in each D,. Thus, one and the same 
function patch s * is determined for all points (t. p) E D,. The continuations, to which we referred 
earlier, coincide with s* on D, but have IX3 as their domain by virtue of Assumption 1.2. Since 
in this context they are constant in the /)-direction, we will refer to them as cylindricul extensions 
qf’ s*. 
While each member of the family can be discontinuous, we will show in the sequel that smoothing 
in the p-direction can generate a function continuous in the original domain Q c R’, differentiable 
except on line segments associated with the Dirichlet tesselation and presertiiny the values s*(&) if 
s* is interpolating. 
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5. Smoothing of interpolants 
We will carry out a smoothing with respect to p by the following standard procedure. Let K E 
L, ( [w ) be bounded, compactly supported with 0 in the interior of the support, nonnegative and satisfy 
J K(p)dp = 1. R 
Then it is a standard result that, as shown in [2, 1 I], the functions 
K;(p) := i.K(ip) 
form a delta sequence for /. > 0 satisfying J, K;(p)dp = 1. K,, is also known as a peaking or 
averaging kernel. Put K; := K; (p - .) and denote its support [R,, RI]. The smoothed surface is now 
defined as follows. 
Definition 5.1. Let K and i+ be as above. The smoothing of the family S(.; p) by K;, jL > LO, is 
the surface 
J 
RI 
S,(i) := S(t; /$,(/~)d/). 
Ril 
This can be recognized as a convolution (S(t; .)*K,( .))(p). We can now prove the following theo- 
rem, which shows that smoothing in the p-direction is transmitted to the t-domain while interpolated 
values computed at the data points are preserved. 
Theorem 5.2. 3, is continuous 011 !2 Ji)r unq’ ,finitr i. > &. If .,L+! is an interpolutiny method, then 
S; (t, ) = f i. Furthermore, 
,‘i-$“, = xS(,;,-) + ps(~;,+), 
I 
‘x J 
0 
2 :z K(u)du und /I := K(u) du, . I) --x 
r + /I = 1 and r = p = 4 [j‘ K is even. 
Proof. Since S(t; .) only has finite jump discontinuities for any t E G!, S(t; .)K;.EL,(R) so that S;,(t) 
exists for every t E Q. 
Suppose t = t, and s * is interpolating. Then S(t,; /I) = J‘i for p E (pO, pl) and 
3,(r,) := J 
RI 
Rt, S(t,;p)K;(/))dp = .f, R;' J- K,(p)dp = ft. 
For a fixed t* choose ci > 0 and K;. with support [Ro. R,]. Now consider the (solid) cylinder 
{(W: (It - t*ll <& R 0 d p 6 R, }. This cylinder intersects certain of the cones as well as the planes 
p=R,, andp=R,. Ch oose a unit vector u and put At = 6~. Let p,, /I~, . . . ,/I,,, satisfying RO < p1 -=c 
p-J < . < P,,~ < RI be the p-values for which one or more of the cones p = It - t,I are crossed by 
the line t = t". The points (t, p,) are the locations of possible discontinuities of S(t, p). Suppose pi 
is a simple crossing. Then let ri(t) represent the crossing as a function of 1, and define 
Y ,r = min{r,(t), r,(t+ilt)}. T,? = max {v,(l), ri(t + dt)}, and n, = 2. 
Note that one of these is p,. On the other hand. if p, represents a multiple crossing, let ?-;I < 
T,? < < I’i,l, represent pI together with the intersections of the cones with the line through t + 4t. 
Because the slope of the restriction of each cone to the (u, p)-plane has slope at most 1 in magnitude, 
t-1, - Y,, < 2~3. In general, 
r,.,-I - ‘,, = ml,6 + c' (2 ). (3) 
where the HI,, are certain constants. For sufficiently small lilt1 = ci, say (5 6 6,,, we have R. d rll, Y,,~, < 
r,-1.1. 1 di<tm - 1, v,,,,,, <R, and the curves p = r,(t) are monotonic on [t,? + dt]. Indeed, for 
sufficiently small ci the above holds for all unit vectors U. Now let 
and note that /J, t [p,, , /I;:] and lim,,_o piI = lim,,+ (, /)o,2 = p,. Thus there is a partition 71 : Ro < 
/‘II < PI2 < P21 < Pr2 < ” < pni2 -. <RI of [Ro, RI] into intervals Z, < I? -=c . . < I,, with the 
property that certain associated cylindrical slugs ((1; ~1): lr - t* 1 <S. p E I,. j E J} contain portions 
of the conical surfaces, on which discontinuities occur, while other slugs {(t; [I): It - t” I] d6, p E 
Ik, k E K} contain no discontinuities. Furthermore. n is such that the sum of the lengths of the Zj 
is c’(b), while the sum of the lengths of the IL is RI - R. - C (6). Since S is piecewise continuous 
on and in this compact cylinder, IS(t; ,,)I is bounded, by M, say, for all (5 less than some &I. Let 
E > 0 be given. By continuity on u/,, there is a ti satisfying 0 < 6 < 6, such that l4tl66 implies 
p(t*+dr; [I,) - S(r”: p)l < E for JJ E Ul, . Then, for any 4t satisfying l4tl <ii, we have 
lS,(t*+dt) - S,tr* )/ = ’ J,R’ [S(r*+dt: ,I) - S(r*: /#?,(/))d/, 
<’ ,i [S(t*+4r; p) - SO*; /l)JK;(P)dp s ,I, 
f 
II 
[S(r*+4r;p) - S(r*;/,)]K;(~qdp 
‘-1. 
aw(j),m~x, (K,(p)/ 
+ S(r*+dr;p) - S(t*:p)l K;(i,)dp 
It follows that JS,(i*+dt) - S,(t*)l - 0 as cj - 0 
For the last assertion of the theorem, we observe that if, for a fixed t, S(t; .) is continuous at 
p, then since {K;(p) : p > 0} is a delta sequence, the result follows. If there is a discontinuity at 
p, S( t; p) = S(t; p- ) in a left deleted neighborhood of Ji, and S(t; p) = S( t; p+ ) in a right deleted 
neigborhood because S(t; p) is piecewise constant in /I. Then, for sufficiently large 3,, the support 
[Ro, R,] of K, lies in the union of these neighborhoods. So 
.F 
l- /’ 
ii 
K,(p)+ = iK(i(p - p)) d/j 
R< R, 
/’ 
/.((‘-K, ) 
I 
.-L 
= K(u)dtr - x := K(u)du as i 4 2-c. 
0 0 
Similarly 
lim S,(f) = rs(t:p-)+ /LS(t;p-), x + p = 1, x30, [j>O. I-X 
If, as is common, K is even, then 
Now consider the differentiability of 3,. We will prove the following theorem. 
Proof. We begin by computing the directional derivative at a fixed f* in the direction of a unit 
vector U, and make use of the geometry discussed in Theorem 5.2. Thus we consider 
S(t+dr,p) ~ qt,p- 
i i 
K,(i))dp 
X 
S(r7dt.p) ~ S(r.p) - 
i i 
K,(p)dp. (4) 
In order to deal with the limits of these integrals as b - 0, we make the following observation. 
As pointed out earlier, S is piecewise of type S* on the patches, and each of the the pieces is 
simply the restriction of a differentiable function of r defined on [w *. The parametrized family S(.,p) 
is piecewise defined as well; the pieces have as domains the simply connected regions 0, bounded 
by the cones and cylinder ?G! x [po,pl], and are also the restriction to these domains of cylindrical 
extensions of the functions on the patches, constant in p and hence differentiable in t and p. 
In the first three sets of integrals we have expressions of the form 
I 
“’ S(t+At.p) - S(f,p) - ‘I 
6 K,(p)&) = D,,S(r + /cAt.p)K;(p)dp, 0 < ,U < 1. I’ 1 * P 
and the interval of integration refers to a single patch. By Hadamard’s Lemma [ 11, D,,S(t+pudt,p) is 
a continuous function of 6 (recall dr = 6~). and since this .S(.,p) is just the restriction of a function 
differentiable on IF@. D,S(t + /~Ar,p) is bounded. by M, say, on [0,&l, independently of 6. Since 
K; is bounded. we have 
lD,,S(r + pAt,/‘)l <M??,(,J). 
Consider now the first integral 
I 
‘I” S( r + dt, p) - qt, p) K 
R, 3 
/’ t (I?. q 1. 
in (4). It may be written as 
By Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem. 
‘,‘I 
I, I 
‘i’ 
lim D,,S( t t /df,p)K,( ,I) dp = D,,S( t.p ,E, ( /I ) d/j. <1--o, R R 
In the second integral the integrand is bounded while ita1 I - ill 1 + 0. Similarly, the third integral in 
(4) has 
I 
./i, 
&St t, p )K, ( P 1 dp 1 
as its limit. The situation is repeated in the second set of integrals in (4). Their limit is 
Thus the first three sets of integrals in (4) contribute 
where the integrand is a piecewise continuous function with discontinuities at the cone boundaries 
and the derivatives are one-sided. 
Now we turn to the last group of integrals in (4). These have the form 
I 
.f ., S(t + 4t.p) - S(r,p), 
k,(p)@). 
. , s 
As ci - 0, the pieces of S on which the difference is evaluated are different, but for a particular 
integral remain the same two pieces, and the values of S(t+dl,p) and S(t,p) are constant on the 
interval [I*,, , T,. ,+ I . ] By the mean-value theorem, the integral becomes 
qt -  dt,p*) -  S(t,/!P- 
(5 
Kj(p*)(m,,ci + 1'(6')) 
= [.s(t+dr,p*) - s(t, p* )]K;(p* )(m,, + If(d)). 
As b - 0. p* - I), and we obtain AS,, K,(p, )PZ,,, where AS,, is the jump in S for the two pieces 
involved in the expression. We have obtained 
The double summation is present only if t and p are such that a multiple crossing of a cone 
boundary occurs for /I E (R,,,R, ). This corresponds to a subdivision of s2 into patches depending on 
~1, and r being such that a vertex of a patch occurs at i for some p E (Ro,R,). Since vertices lie 
on bisectors of line segments joining data points, discontinuities of the derivative of the smoothed 
interpolant can occur along certain (short) line segments which are embedded in the lines associated 
with the Dirichlet tesselation of the data points. 
If t is such that only simple crossings occur for /I E (R,,,R, )- then we have 
I 
.K; 
D,,S(t.p) = D,,S(~,P)K,(P)~P. (5) 
Now D,S( f.p) and D-,.S(r,p ) differ only in sign except possibly at /I = /I,. I d i < m; hence D,,s(i, p) 
= -D-,,??(t, p). In particular, this means that (i ‘<I) s( t, p) and (i/i?) s( 1,,) exist and ??(t,,) is 
differentiable. c 
6. An implementation 
In order to furnish an example of the effect of the smoothing discussed in the previous section, 
we use thin-plate spline interpolation and replace the integral defining the convolution in Definition 
1 by a trapezoidal rule. For this example we use a 12-point rule, and choose for the kernel K 
the normalized linear B-spline with support [ - 1. I] and knots - 1, 0, 1. The appropriate value of I. 
depends on permissible values of ~1. Here we use the trimodal “Franke function” with 50 scattered 
data points. For these points, the smallest disk containing four points with a I7,-unisolvent subset 
of three points has a radius of about 0.34. Thus. /I E [0.345, 0.41 is allowed. We choose L so that 
the support of K, is this interval. Then i = 1 0.0225 and we center the support of the kernel so 
that /, = 0.3725. Then. 
S(r, 0.35 ) + 2S(t, 0.355 ) + 3S(t, 0.36) 
+4S(f.0.365) + 5S(r,0.37) + 5S(t,0.375) + 4qt.0.38) 
-3S(t, 0.385 ) + 2qr. 0.39) + S( 1,0.395) I 
O 0.1 
Fig. 5. (a) Chstmotlied mterpolant. 
The unsmoothed interpolant with /J = 0.36 is shown in Fig. 5(a). The circular cliff-lines can be seen 
clearly. Fig 5(b) illustrates our approximation to s,(t). Except for some edge effects, the surface is 
very smooth, and interpolates the original data. In Figs. 5(c) and (d) we show an unsmoothed and 
smoothed thin-plate spline cardinal function. Here the compact support of the method is evident, 
as is the effect of the smoothing. The smoothing is. of course, not perfect in view of the discrete 
convolution. 
In these figures the surfaces were computed on a 200 x 200 grid. Considerable economization in 
computation is possible, however. In moving from grid-point to grid-point, we check whether there 
has been a change in the data. If not, we are still in the same patch as before, and only a function 
evaluation is required. A (small) system of linear equations has to be solved only if there is a change 
in the data. In this way, even though there are 400000 points at which S has to be calculated, only 
some 1700 sets of equations need to be solved. We reduce the calculation of the convolution by 
trying all the radii in the convolution at a fixed grid point, one after another. In many cases, the 
system remains the same and only a function evaluation is needed. Of course. grid refinement can 
be carried out where desired, without involving the entire data-set. 
7. Some generalizations 
It is not necessary for circular neighborhoods to be used for localization. A simple change in the 
norm used to define the cones in Section 5 changes the form of the neighborhoods. More generally, 
we may work in the Minkowski plane [3], where a norm is defined with respect to a closed convex 
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set which contains the origin in its interior and is symmetric with respect to the origin. The boundary 
of this set is called the gauge curve. The duality principle that we used to define the patches applies 
to such norms because of the symmetry. 
Let I/ (I\, and ll.(/ denote such a Minkowski norm and Euclidean norm, respectively. These norms 
are equivalent in that il Ilr - t, 11 < ilt - t, II,, <Bllr - r,ll for some constants ‘4, B. The associated cones 
/’ = IIt - f, /I%, consequently permit inequalities of the form required, so that the proof of Theorem 
5.2 applies to the Minkowski norm. 
On occasion a small disc containing a point t” is expanded until it contains enough data points 
sufficiently well distributed around tX according to some criterion. Let us assume that this criterion is 
monotonic in the sense that if /~(t* ) is large enough. then any larger p also meets the requirements. 
The resulting surface is then still piecewisc of type ./i. for the point t* with its disc of radius 
/I can be perturbed somewhat without significantly altering the data entering the calculation. The 
patches are not as easy to describe as earlier. Fix f* and choose a radius 0 3/1(t*). The surface 
value at t* is within the influence of data less than a distance /j from t* and well distributed. The 
former condition is satisfied by means of the same construction as in Section 4. Thus the patch must 
be a subset of a patch bounded by circular arcs of radius /I centered at the data points. Now, it is 
possible to cover the domain R with such patches corresponding to a single large enough p = po. 
As before, discontinuities in the computed surface can arise at the patch boundaries. 
A family of interpolants can be constructed by introducing a parametrization as before. Mono- 
tonicity of the criterion assures us that we may compute a family of surfaces S(., ~1). p >po. We 
conjecture that a convolution with respect to /J with a smoothing kernel accomplishes a smoothing 
in the spatial domain. prcservring interpolation. 
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